
The magnet valve 

 

 

The magnet valve is an important electropneumatic component, which is the basis of several functions of a 
pneumatic or electropneumatic brake, but also of several other main train functions that use compressed air. 

The magnet valve is based on a set of pneumatic check valves linking several chambers, these check valves 
being connected to a rod that is actuated by an electric coil. When the coil is powered (the magnet valve is 
energized), it moves the rod to change the status of the check valves. When the coil is unpowered (the magnet 
valve is de-energized), a spring pushes back the check valves in their initial position. 

Thus the magnet valve is a controlled cock, which can be used for: 

 Control functions. 
 Circuit selection functions. 

 

Use for control function 

A supply pressure is provided on one input of the magnet valve, one of the outputs being connected to the 
circuit to control (user) when the other output is connected to the atmosphere. 

Two versions are possible, depending on the fact that the user shall be supplied with compressed air when the 
magnet valve is energized, or when it is de-energized. 

Supply of user when the magnet valve is de-energized 

 

When the magnet valve is de-energized, the user is connected to the supply pressure by opening the upper 
check valve and closure of the venting check valve: the pressure in the user circuit is equal to the one of the 
supply circuit. 

Energization of the magnet valve inverts the role of both check valves: the supply one is closed, when the 
venting one is opened; the user circuit is vented. 

  



 

Supply of user when the magnet valve is energized 

 

When the magnet valve is energized, the user is connected to the atmosphere by opening the lower check 
valve and closure of the supply check valve: the pressure in the user circuit is equal to the atmosphere. 

Energization of the magnet valve inverts the role of both check valves: the venting one is closed, when the 
supply one is opened; the pressure in the user circuit is equal to the one of the supply circuit. 

 

Use for selection function 

 

Depending on the status – energized or de-energized – of the magnet valve, one of the user circuits is 
connected to the control circuit: the pressure of the user circuit that is in communication with the control circuit 
is equal to the control pressure, when the pressure in the other user circuit is equal to the control pressure 
before the magnet valve switched. 

 


